Together we make textiles work
Textile innovations provide fascinating opportunities.

We are passionate about doing everything possible to ensure that new products come to market reliably and safely.
Independent textile Institute for over 70 years

- Visionary problem solvers, offering innovative and tailored services
- Textile specialists setting new trends and standards that benefit our customers
- Culture of knowledge sharing, sustainability and close relationships – worldwide.
Research and Product Development

• Independent, Third-Party Testing and Certification
• Impartial Comparative and Competitive Analysis
• Supply Chain Communications
• Marketing Claim Support
• Research – publicly funded and private contract
• Academy – public and customized training
Together we make textiles....
Together we make textiles...

...work
- Wind/Rain
- Cut
- Abrasion
- Noise
- Visibility
- UV

...fresh
- Odor
- Microbe
- Ease of Care
- Skin Friendly

...lasting
- Material Quality
- Fading/Color Fastness
- Whiteness
- Stain
- Abrasion
- Pilling
- Washability
OEKO-TEX® Association

18 independent textile research and test institutes in Europe and Japan

Worldwide representative offices

Over 10,000 companies working with OEKO-TEX®

Over 160,000 certificates issued
OEKO-TEX® System

Independent certifications and services for sustainability and product responsibility along the worldwide textile value chain.
Visit us Booth 2350
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